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Machine Autonomy in Air-to-Air Combat

Capt Michael W. Byrnes, USAF*

Although one finds no shortage of professional and academic 
conversation about remotely piloted aircraft (RPA) and poten-
tial unmanned combat aerial vehicles (UCAV), there is a dis-

tinct lack of forecasting of their futures on the basis of a tight fusion of 
tactics, technology, and the enduring truths of air combat. This article 
claims that a tactically autonomous, machine-piloted aircraft whose 
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design capitalizes on John Boyd’s observe, orient, decide, act (OODA) 
loop and energy-maneuverability constructs will bring new and un-
matched lethality to air-to-air combat. It submits that the machine’s 
combined advantages applied to the nature of the tasks would make 
the idea of human-inhabited platforms that challenge it resemble the 
mismatch depicted in The Charge of the Light Brigade. A convergence of 
new technologies indicates the earliest stages of emergence of a tacti-
cally game-changing approach to air warfare, but the institutional Air 
Force appears skeptical—perhaps since this theory of air dominance 
begins life in an environment resistant and rightfully cautious toward 
its development.1 To date, a credible RPA optimized for air combat has 
not been developed, and the nation and service face severe fiscal aus-
terity, increasing risk aversion.2 Furthermore, the idea of a machine 
outflying the world’s best fighter pilots may frustrate and unsettle con-
ventional wisdom, inviting political contention.

However, if logic proves the dominance of this theory of machine 
autonomy in airpower and if the technology to execute it emerges, 
then making the emotional decision to reject it places our forces at 
strategic risk. To show that such claims are reasonable, the article pres-
ents a notional UCAV termed FQ-X to provide a guided tour through 
emerging real-world technologies and to show their tactical implica-
tions in an engagement. The discussion shifts to assessing briefly how 
these tactical effects ripple into the operational and strategic and then 
closely examines autonomous decision making in the context of the 
OODA loop before taking a deep dive into the technologies behind ma-
chine pilotage. Finally, the article counters prominent objections to 
the machine pilot in the arenas of cyber defensibility and the ethics of 
killing by a proxy weapon capable of making its own decisions. It 
wraps up with an assessment of the tactical and cultural integration 
challenges that lie ahead for the Air Force at the appearance of these 
novel systems.
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FQ-X Design and Features
The form of a machine like FQ-X, whose purpose is to find and de-

stroy enemy aircraft, will favor small size and weight, great speed, low 
detectability, and unprecedented accuracy. The design exploits cutting-
edge metamaterials that complement radar-absorptive materials to 
generate specific tactical advantages. Metamaterials are synthetic 
structures that demonstrate effects previously thought physically im-
possible. Specifically, negative-index-of-refraction metamaterials are 
capable of refracting electromagnetic energy in a way that “bends” it 
around (rather than bounces it off) an object, rendering it invisible in a 
particular region of the spectrum. Researchers proved techniques to do 
so as early as 2001 and less than 10 years later in the visual and infra-
red spectra.3 By 2012 a team had even devised methods to overcome 
geometry and polarization limits, which were showstoppers for the use 
of metamaterials to hide a large object like an aircraft.4 The implica-
tion for airpower is that a new generation of extremely stealthy mate-
rials is emerging, and the military does not have the luxury of keeping 
them a secret. Their utility in a variety of civil and military applica-
tions may also lead to their relatively cheap and plentiful manufacture. 
Although no stealth technique is flawless, metamaterial layers within a 
dielectric composite skin of FQ-X severely hamper current detection 
and identification methods. Preventing an enemy missile lock on an 
FQ-X is an excellent return on investment, but the overriding reason 
for stealth is that FQ-X focuses religiously on the OODA loop. The pri-
orities are to defeat the operator’s decision cycle first and missile-
guidance systems second. When the aircraft is successful at both, it 
sidesteps a staple of modern air combat, undermining a multibillion-
dollar national security investment.5 When a scenario does not permit 
slipping past the allowable weapons-employment zone of air-to-air 
missiles, existing countermeasures and emerging directed-energy 
point defenses are excellent options for an aircraft with millisecond re-
action times.6
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Defensive capabilities are of limited value if not paired with tools to 
find, fix, identify, and target hostile aircraft. Radar technology has 
evolved to the point that superficial assumptions about its capabilities 
are no longer accurate. For example, it would be natural to think that if 
a transmitting aircraft sends out a pulse of energy to detect an oppo-
nent, then that opponent (who was just hit with that energy) should 
be able to notice and respond. However, modern radars with low-
probability-of-intercept technologies transmit at power levels below 
the receiving aircraft’s detection threshold, working across multiple 
frequencies and across time to integrate the collection of weaker re-
turns into a coherent signal.7 Modulation techniques applied to active 
electronically-scanned-array antennas allow for multiple beams, which 
translates to multiple target acquisition and engagement.8 The key to 
all of these fantastic capabilities is the capacity for digital signal pro-
cessing.9 The principle of “first look, first kill” belongs to the aircraft 
with the most processing power and the best software to leverage it. 
F-22 processing power is on the order of 5 billion decimal operations 
per second.10 Modern graphics processing units can execute digital sig-
nal processing for radar applications at 10 to 100 times that speed and 
are available as affordable commercial off-the-shelf hardware.11 FQ-X 
uses arrays of graphics processing units to showcase how much the 
“find and fix” stage of air combat is really a battle for computing power, 
which it leverages from general-purpose hardware, shifting task spe-
cialization into software to reduce cost and increase flexibility.

Today’s predominant use of guided missiles is already an implicit ad-
mission of reliance on automation, and if the machine pilot can outper-
form human processing in the most allegedly artistic piece of air com-
bat, simpler ones also likely favor the machine. To demonstrate, FQ-X 
collapses to gun range to outmaneuver the modern human-inhabited 
fighter, exploiting both positive and negative G choices. FQ-X’s options 
are flexible, thanks to carbon nanotube composite structures and the 
absence of a human inside. Carbon nanotubes are microscopic struc-
tures formed in 1952 lab experiments that did not reach broad aware-
ness in the Western scientific community until 1991.12 In 2012 re-
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searchers at North Carolina State University demonstrated fabrication 
of large-scale carbon nanotube materials that showed a remarkable 
30 percent improvement in specific strength over the world’s best-
engineered composites.13

Once positioned to attack, FQ-X needs to deliver hyperprecise ef-
fects to maximize use of a comparatively lean arsenal that a small craft 
is likely to contain. To that end, it has a nearly all-aspect targeting sys-
tem accurate enough to pick a particular spot on an opposing aircraft 
to place a high-explosive round or directed-energy burst. To positively 
identify the target and hit the desired spot, FQ-X must have integrated 
multispectral optics and computer vision software. One of the largest 
commercial drivers of this object detection software is Google (which 
pursues the technology for image-based search engines).14 However, 
open-source projects like OpenCV, containing more than 2,500 opti-
mized detection and recognition algorithms, are also rapidly advancing 
application of the science.15 Computer vision frameworks such as 
OpenCV also take advantage of graphics processing units to speed pro-
cessing functions five to 100 times faster than traditional computer 
hardware.16 Figure 1 depicts an engagement approaching this end-
game state from FQ-X’s computer vision perspective, first from a no-
tional US system’s display and then from a hypothetical competing for-
eign version.
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Figure 1. Dealer’s choice: Mock-up graphics of computer vision for a sixth- 
generation approach. (USAF stock image of F-35A in flight and author’s rendered 
image of J-20 using royalty-free 3D model purchased at TurboSquid, http://www 
.turbosquid.com/FullPreview/Index.cfm/ID/745460. The author edited both images 
to illustrate basic object detection, recognition, and tracking principles inherent in 
the field of computer vision.)
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With clearance to engage, it fires an armor-piercing high-explosive 
incendiary round into a critical system like the first compressor stage 
of an engine, rapidly ending the engagement with little opportunity 
for the adversary to adapt. FQ-X, on the other hand, learns from every 
detail of the encounter with real-time machine learning. It can pass 
lessons to other UCAVs, making partnered aircraft smarter by every 
engagement. Besides direct aircraft-to-aircraft sharing, the FQ-X air ve-
hicle can send its telemetry to a ground control station (GCS). In the 
event an air vehicle is destroyed, its last moments may be stored on a 
secure network via the GCS. The implication may not seem obvious at 
first, but contrasted to the loss of a human-inhabited fighter, the differ-
ence is staggering. Losing a human pilot is a tragedy, and in cold but 
factual terms that a commander must face, it means the loss of an 
enormous investment of time and money in training and operational 
experience. If a veteran pilot falls in combat, then a young rookie has 
to take his or her place, starting a cycle of development all over again. 
The machine pilot, however, learns from death and in near real time 
commits adaptations to other UCAVs in the fight. Opponents may find 
that the same tactic never works twice against these systems.

Implications: Ripping into the Operational and Strategic
If machine-controlled maneuvering and accuracy make every can-

non round a “golden BB,” then left unchecked a single FQ-X with a few 
hundred rounds of ammunition and sufficient fuel reserves is enough 
to wipe out an entire fleet.17 The economics of this approach are simi-
larly stunning to consider and require examination with a global air-
power perspective. The Russian-Indian jointly developed FGFA (PAK-
FA derivative) is still several years from reaching initial operational 
capability and seems subject to the same delays and cost spirals of any 
highly complex development program.18 Conservatively, current esti-
mates are about $100 million per copy and likely to rise.19 On the US 
side of the equation, each Raptor has a flyaway cost of $148 million, 
each F-35 in low-rate initial production was $153 million during 2011, 
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and a fighter pilot costs an estimated $2.6 million.20 An AIM-9X missile 
is approximately $300,000.21 If the aircraft and crew are fixed setup 
costs and their weapons are marginal costs of engaging a target, then 
the FQ-X system is poised to become substantially more affordable 
than the fifth-generation fighters it is engineered to overcome. FQ-X 
has a high percentage of commercial off-the-shelf hardware, small size, 
and no need for a one-to-one crew-to-aircraft ratio. The marginal cost 
for two stabilized cannon rounds fired at close range is a mere $20.22 
A rechargeable directed-energy weapon’s cost to employ would depend 
on maintenance required per 100 firing cycles but would be inexpen-
sive in a mature design.

Any compromise of defensive counterair ability jeopardizes high-
value airborne assets, tanker and mobility aircraft, and the Airmen 
aboard them, opening the possibility for losses on a scale that our own 
service has not endured since its bombers attempted daylight raids in 
the 1940s.23 The difference between then and now, of course, is that 
our industrial production base and budget are not configured to re-
plenish such high attrition. In our efforts to become an effects-based 
force, we redefined mass by concentrating more capabilities in fewer 
physical assets, and that strategic choice has trade-offs.24 Europe, Rus-
sia, India, and China have followed us into the game of big, high-tech 
fighter projects as well, thus framing a global problem-solving mind-set 
about how nations build airpower.25 With so much depending on the 
current paradigm, an aggressor FQ-X performing as advertised in a US 
Air Force Weapons School event would become an inflection point in 
airpower history. Assuming that sixth-generation systems will simply 
be refinements of their fifth-generation predecessors falls well short of 
positively revolutionizing lethality, economy, and capability of air-
power, and it invites increased risk to our current assets.26 The path 
forward to continued assurance of air dominance starts by redefining 
our most basic understanding of what an airplane is and continues by 
applying well-established truths about air combat to new technological 
opportunities.
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Flying Machines: Heart of the OODA Loop
Aviators instinctively see the airplane as a machine whose purpose 

is to fly rather than a machine that flies to serve its purpose.27 How-
ever, if the Boyd cycle lies at the heart of describing success in air 
combat, then it makes sense to give priority to the elements of an air-
craft most responsible for supporting speed and accuracy in the OODA 
loop and call all others secondary. RPAs and UCAVs are computers 
with airframes strapped to them, not the other way around. Flight-
control actuators, avionics, radios, sensors, and even weapons are like 
plug-and-play peripherals for this platform, just as one might plug in 
printers, scanners, or cameras to a personal computer. This view re-
veals an opportunity to affect the flexibility and affordability of sixth-
generation airpower. Decades ago, open architecture of IBM PC clones 
enabled massive proliferation of computing technology.28 Similarly, 
pursuing plug-and-play standards, commercial off-the-shelf hardware, 
and common operating systems for autonomous aircraft and their 
GCSs supports proliferation and cost reduction that help to accelerate 
the pace of research, development, testing, and operational use. A tac-
tically autonomous aircraft like FQ-X need not seek science-fiction-like 
self-awareness; within the scope of air-to-air combat, it is an airborne 
computer that executes the underlying mathematical truths of what 
human combat pilots do in the cockpit, doing so more quickly and 
with more precision.

Boyd’s OODA loop implicitly reveals that the “art of flying” is actu-
ally a cyclical processing activity. It includes sensory data acquisition, 
reconciliation against known information to derive meaning, selection 
of a response from a known repository of possible choices or synthesis 
of a new option when none is satisfactory, and execution of the choice. 
Machine-learning algorithms address these tasks in two modes: super-
vised (designers train the software by telling it right from wrong) and 
unsupervised (it determines if a new action is right or wrong by exper-
imentation and by extension of what it already knows).29 A machine 
pilot with appropriate sensors and multiple computing cores can ac-
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quire and integrate information from diverse sources more quickly 
and reliably than a human.30 With a trained artificial intelligence (AI), 
it can also draw clearer interpretation from data without human psy-
chological biases. Humans average 200–300 milliseconds to react to 
simple stimuli, but machines can select or synthesize and execute ma-
neuvers, making millions of corrections in that same quarter of a sec-
ond.31 Every step in OODA that we can do, they will do better. Al-
though Boyd’s hypothesis is a cornerstone of fighter aviation, an 
inadvertent consequence of its logic in this evolving context is that 
machines will inevitably outfly human pilots. Furthermore, machine 
pilots do not have continuation-training requirements or currencies to 
maintain.32 Unlike humans, whose skills regress without reinforce-
ment, tactically autonomous aircraft can “sit on a shelf” for extended 
periods of time and remain exactly as sharp as they were the day they 
were pulled from service. Budget sequestration grounded 17 squadrons 
and did long-term damage to combat readiness—an effect that autono-
mous airpower would not suffer from. That $591 million cut repre-
sents an overhead cost which simply would never have existed in the 
first place with machine pilots.33

Tactical Autonomy Today
A common objection to this application of the OODA loop claims 

that the machine will not be able to do one or more of these tasks at 
the same level as human cognition, particularly the “orient” and “de-
cide” steps. One author concludes that “the information required to 
make such a decision [to fire weapons] comes from so many sources 
and could be so easily spoofed or jammed by the enemy, that the va-
lidity of that computerized decision could never be fully trusted.”34 Un-
fortunately, he presents no discussion of the specific technical chal-
lenges and solutions, instead generalizing to conclude that “what 
separates men from machines is the ability to see opportunity and use 
it creatively.”35 In fairness, that author’s point was not “anti-unmanned 
aerial vehicle (UAV)” but a wise call for caution about how much faith 
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we put in these yet immature aircraft. Still, reconciling his perspective 
against recent technical developments reveals that his viewpoint does 
not anticipate the direction in which machine pilotage is evolving.

In 2012 the Defense Science Board released a study on the role of 
autonomy in Department of Defense systems, finding significant op-
portunity for RPAs to further leverage existing computer vision, AI, 
and machine-learning technologies to add value through onboard au-
tonomy.36 To get a sense of how underexploited existing AI really is, 
consider that in 2008 an MIT researcher (and former F-15C pilot) 
successfully executed machine-learned, real-time, basic fighter maneu-
vering using a neurodynamic programming technique in a flight-test 
lab.37 The software adapted rapidly and learned to maneuver into a 
weapons-employment zone by discovery rather than by being taught 
exemplar tactics (fig. 2). The MIT work shows that the basis for auton-
omous unmanned fighters exists in building blocks and that future 
maturation would add sophistication to take the technology beyond 
the lab and into complex flight environments.38 In another compelling 
development that would facilitate machine pilotage, researchers in the 
AI subdiscipline of neuroinformatics recently constructed “neuromor-
phic” chips that behave like synthetic neurons on silicon substrate, im-
itating brain function and allowing incorporation of complex cognitive 
abilities in electronic systems.39 A University of Zurich team presented 
a design capable of performing complex sensorimotor tasks that, in an 
organic brain, require short-term memory and context-dependent deci-
sion making.40
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Figure 2. UAVs learning basic fighter maneuvering from a perch setup. (Adapted 
from James S. McGrew et al., “Air-Combat Strategy Using Approximate Dynamic 
Programming,” Journal of Guidance, Control, and Dynamics 33, no. 5 [September–
October 2010]: 649. Reprinted with permission from James S. McGrew.)

An applied information technology perspective and increasingly 
evolved AI technologies suggest that new UAVs will thrive when 
granted tactical autonomy. These machines cause us to revisit the no-
tion of “centralized control, decentralized execution.” This codified Air 
Corps doctrine, born in a world without real-time video feeds, taught 
that commanders of an air campaign had to grant crews a high degree 
of autonomy, entrusting them to accomplish a mission.41 Later, real-
time connectivity to the cockpit (or a GCS in control of a remote air-
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craft) allowed commanders to be as tactically hands-on or -off as they 
saw fit.42 With FQ-X, autonomy for the conduct of the engagement 
would return to the air vehicle to take advantage of its superior pro-
cessing speed and reaction times. The Defense Science Board study, 
however, points out that a machine’s autonomy to perform tasks does 
not preclude its adherence to rules of engagement or suggest that it is 
totally absent of human supervision.43 Human decision making at a 
higher level is crucial to bridge the tactical to the operational, but 
these machine-pilotage technologies suggest that stick-and-rudder 
skills might not be an Airman’s central value proposition.

Hacking the Mission
Reliability of the machine pilot is a natural concern. Potential de-

fects in the design are more likely than computer hacking and are 
most effectively abated through comprehensive testing demanded by 
the best practices of software engineering. The fear of cyber attack re-
lies on the belief that any computer system can be hacked.44 A more 
accurate answer, however, is that breaching the security of an informa-
tion technology system requires the defender of that system to make a 
mistake in design or operation. In highly complex systems, that fact 
leads to a cycle of vulnerability discovery, analysis, and repair or miti-
gation. It is therefore critically important to engage in thorough testing 
and security reviews at every step of the system’s design and to keep 
the authorized user’s opportunities to commit an unsafe act to a mini-
mum through excellent design of human-computer interaction.45 All 
“cyber” attacks are attempts to negatively affect the confidentiality, in-
tegrity, or availability of a system.46 Like their counterparts in the ki-
netic realm, they are observable, repeatable tactical actions that one 
can study and counteract.

The intersection of classically kinetic air combat and more novel cy-
ber activities paints a fascinating picture of the potential employment 
methodologies and skill sets demanded of crews that operate assets 
like FQ-X. From a cyber-defense perspective, for example, shooting 
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down the air vehicle falls under the category of a physically based at-
tack against system availability.47 A fighter pilot would simply say, 
“You lost and got shot down,” analyze the tactical reasons in a debrief-
ing, and teach how to win next time. Both perspectives are simultane-
ously valid, and both mind-sets extend from common points of overlap 
in different directions: one toward a very kinetic, visceral, tactical set 
of problem-solving skills, and the other toward analytically preventing 
exploitation of a computer system. A design like FQ-X is subject to the 
rules of both worlds and needs those employing it to operate in a uni-
fied framework that addresses both air combat and cyber-defense con-
cerns. The cyber defender is unlikely to be able to look at an air battle 
and integrate tactical- and operational-level concerns to prosecute a 
war. The fighter pilot is unlikely to be able to detect and counter an 
enemy’s attempt to launch a complex exploit against the UCAV’s op-
erational flight program. The good news for the US Air Force is that it 
has a rich heritage of expertise at all levels of air warfare and is ac-
tively developing capability in the cyber realm.48

Ethics of Autonomy
As frequently as skeptics cite hacking as a potential weakness of un-

manned flight, consideration of the ethics of autonomous weapons 
employment captures far more public apprehension. The discussion 
sits amidst a much larger and more ambiguous debate about remote 
and robotically enabled warfare. A search on Amazon for “drone war-
fare” books revealed nearly 30 promising titles and almost 200 total re-
sults. A Google Scholar search for the same topic returned 14,800 re-
sults. A third of the Routledge Handbook of Ethics and War is dedicated 
to drone and cyber topics, and the entire cover image depicts an 
armed MQ-1B.49 Jus in bello (the justice of conduct in war) arguments 
regarding the use of RPAs focus much of their contention on targeting 
criteria, collateral damage, and debates about the wisdom of overreli-
ance on military instruments of power. Those issues are important na-
tional discussions, but to cut through the noise of so many conversa-
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tions and emphasize the ethics of truly tactically autonomous combat 
calls for a scholarly work like Armin Krishnan’s Killer Robots.50

Krishnan clearly delineates between the types of robotic systems in-
volved in the military’s trade, and the FQ-X concept intersects his defi-
nitions of the terms unmanned aerial vehicle and autonomous weapon.51 
He raises the concern that once an advanced machine demonstrates 
capability and offers the economy of not having to pay health care or 
retirement benefits, the military and its political masters will become 
fixated on the efficiency and convenience of replacing humans on the 
battlefield. If they do so, perhaps also seeking the political conve-
nience of minimizing casualties, they will fail to consider the qualita-
tive, long-term consequences of that choice.52 The irony of a pure, un-
bridled quest for combat efficiency, as political-military strategist 
Thomas K. Adams points out, is that sooner or later the inventors real-
ize that humans are always the weakest link in a system. They opti-
mize human operators and then human decision makers out of the 
equation to replace them with another machine. As an argument to 
the extreme, he suggests that the cycle repeats until the tactical level 
of war involves no humans at all, rendering the whole activity a point-
less waste of resources that fails to resolve the human needs that trig-
gered it in the first place.53 A government must respect the ethics of its 
civilization and consider what statecraft and warfare communicate to 
the world about its people. In the case of FQ-X, the most pressing 
question concerns whom to hold responsible for the conduct of a 
proxy weapon that makes its own decisions.

If the device functions as intended, the ethics are simple: the UCAV 
is an extension of the will of the person who commanded it, and the 
chain of responsibility traces from the operator up the kill chain of the 
command and control structure. If, however, the system deviates and 
kills people the operator never intended to harm, then assignment of 
blame becomes more complicated, calling into question the degree of 
autonomy one can grant a machine and how much human supervision 
must remain in the kill chain.54 The Air Force encountered a parallel 
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situation in which a complex system broke down during the 1994 
Blackhawk incident. Skilled Airmen working across multiple platforms 
to control airspace utterly failed, and 26 people died unnecessarily as a 
result. That system was defined by people, policies, practices, training, 
technologies, and rules of engagement. In the end, not one person 
went to jail because of the incident.55 Systems like FQ-X will similarly 
employ procedural guidance to reflect a combatant commander’s in-
tent, though translated into a digital form subject to error checking and 
closer scrutiny. Regardless of analog or digital means, however, an en-
during takeaway of the Blackhawk incident appears to be that attaining 
the satisfaction of justice becomes difficult when responsibility is dif-
fused in complex systems. We must deliberately plan how to take re-
sponsibility for the things we intend to create; otherwise, we will have 
no more satisfying answers than we did in 1994—or in any friendly-
fire or civilian-casualty event before or since.

Ethical debates guide the implementation of any new means of war 
fighting, making a technology either admired or monstrous before the 
court of public opinion. Autonomous weapons must reconcile a tacti-
cal desire to exploit the benefits of their independence—for example, 
reducing signatures by disabling data links during an engagement—
with our moral need to limit the diffusion of responsibility to nonhu-
man actors in a system. One solution is to break the autonomous air-
to-air engagement into five phases—searching, stalking, closure, 
capture, and kill—and then assign discrete levels of autonomy and op-
erator interaction per phase.56 This approach would allow the UCAV to 
maximize its time under autonomous, low-detectability conditions and 
reach back to its human operator at key junctures where moral ques-
tions trump the tactical risk. Another method would authorize firing 
freely on enemy unmanned systems but require operator consent to 
take a human life. Such techniques are merely extensions of existing 
methods of managing lethal autonomy.57 Joint terminal attack control-
lers call for close air support in one of three types, and each type al-
lows the pilot (a semiautonomous entity to the controller on the 
ground) different degrees of freedom.58 Just as air forces build the 
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ground component’s trust in airpower, so must UCAV designers pro-
gressively prove new systems—as one author suggested might be ap-
propriate in pursuit of an optionally manned design for the Air Force’s 
next long-range bomber.59 This line of thinking is consistent with the 
Defense Science Board’s study on the role of machine autonomy.60

Integration and Cultural Issues
Air forces that have an ecosystem of aircraft specialized in distinct 

tasks succeed over those with aircraft designs burdened by divergent 
workloads. L’Armée de l’Air learned that lesson disastrously at the 
hands of the Luftwaffe in 1940.61 Systems with the capacity for tactical 
autonomy, like FQ-X, will not go to war alone and will need to inte-
grate their capabilities with dissimilar UAVs and human-inhabited ve-
hicles. Autonomous aerial refueling, for example, may manifest from 
follow-on work after the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency’s 
KQ-X project or the Navy’s unmanned combat air system demonstra-
tor.62 If so, KC-46 acquisition just beginning in the midst of UAV ad-
vances suggests a long period of overlap with both manned and un-
manned platforms providing global reach. The exact pattern of 
integration—which assets will be autonomous, remotely piloted, or hu-
man inhabited—will have as much to do with availability of assets that 
can do the job as with the combatant commander’s vision, preferences, 
and comfort level. Certainly, a strong need will exist for deep, perva-
sive integration across all available air assets in order to maximize the 
utility of every platform in the ecosystem of an air force.

Recent discussion of how to fit future autonomous and remotely pi-
loted systems into an air order of battle and into the cultural fabric of 
the service has been lively in Air and Space Power Journal. The prevail-
ing theme is that semiautonomous UCAVs will serve as wingmen 
while the manned fighter remains the centerpiece of air warfare. The 
most disturbing thing about this notion is that it attempts to serve two 
masters: avoiding saying anything upsetting while also trying to ad-
vance the development of UAVs. It is also strictly “forward pass” think-
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ing, as if chair-flying an ideal sortie without simulating enemy re-
sponses in a “backward pass” through the concept.63 Its assumptions 
are that (1) force multiplication is all we require of UAVs and (2) in air 
combat, none of these platforms can defeat manned fighters directly. 
One author even states that they “will not replace the manned fighter 
aircraft—we cannot build a control system to replicate the sensing and 
processing ability of trained aircrews.”64 That article offers neither 
technical nor research data to qualify its indefinite, unrestricted claim. 
In light of the research evidence in favor of machine pilotage, that 
statement is suspect.

In another article from the same release of the Journal, Maj David 
Blair and Capt Nick Helms suggest that manned-remote fusion repre-
sents the future of airpower and argue that the principal hindrance to 
realization of that future lies within Air Force culture rather than tech-
nology.65 Their analysis seeks to reconcile the roles of these two breeds 
of airpower and their accommodation within the Air Force’s opera-
tional culture. However, it also envisions the fusion of manned assets 
and UAVs whereby human-inhabited assets unquestioningly lead the 
fight into contested airspace. It never stops to ask whether the applica-
tion of Boyd’s words to this emerging technology would actually ren-
der such a future improbable. As a competing construct, FQ-X pushes 
OODA to nanosecond resolution and argues that the air-to-air decision-
making cycle of a human pilot, at its best, could never logically win a 
direct contest with pure machine autonomy—meaning that competi-
tion for primacy does in fact exist.

Still, they believe that

the true conversation does not deal with competition between humans 
and machines. Instead, it concerns the nature of cooperation between 
them. . . .

. . . The fear that pilots are replaceable is best answered by using the 
lens of technology to amplify the things truly irreplaceable about them. 
Technology then ceases to be a threat, allowing us to magnify our distinc-
tively human capacities of judgment, reasoning, and situational aware-
ness across the battlespace.66
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These authors seek the inclusion of RPA operators into the larger fold 
of pilots, emphasizing the Air Force’s chosen RPA term, to demonstrate 
that pilotage is more than sitting in the cockpit.67 Conversely, thinkers 
such as Houston Cantwell recommend dropping the pilot terminology, 
along with the stick and rudder, to allow these aircraft to come into 
their own and realize a potential separate and distinct from that of 
manned aircraft.68 He also exposes a hurdle to Blair and Helms’s seem-
ingly reasonable approach in that many pilots have wrapped their per-
sonal identities so tightly around the act of flying that they will not 
give it up if asked politely. In fact, one-third surveyed would rather 
leave the service than fly RPAs.69 Cantwell, Blair, and Helms would all 
agree, however, that a concentration on inputs (the stick and rudder) 
rather than outputs (combat effects) reflects twentieth-century think-
ing that will not advance airpower.70

Regardless of the terminology or approach selected, these cultural 
issues drive organizational priorities that affect how, when, and even if 
the Air Force chooses to invest in autonomous technologies. Research 
on organizational core competencies published in the McKinsey Quar-
terly reveals that “the company’s power structure cannot be driven by 
several functions at once. . . . A world-class competence must steer the 
power structure in a company. The keeper of the skill drives all the 
company’s major decisions, even in unrelated functions.”71 Although 
the Air Force espouses three core competencies that enable six distinc-
tive capabilities, in practice it cannot escape the interplay of core com-
petency and power structure.72 The apparent skill driver in the Air 
Force is the successful execution of air-to-air combat. Recent commen-
tary from Lawrence Spinetta highlights that leaders in the fighter en-
terprise have the opportunity to command at 26 wings whereas the 
RPA enterprise has only one.73 His interest in the discussion is not 
about emotive perceptions of fairness; rather, it hangs on Stephen 
Rosen’s observation that the pace of innovation in the military is re-
stricted by the speed at which officers (who, in retrospect, possessed 
the innovation) rise to consequential levels of the command struc-
ture.74 The concern articulated by Spinetta is that hanging on to fight-
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ers so tightly as to slight RPAs (or UCAVs) discards opportunities to 
preserve the nation’s technological edge. Choosing not to respond to 
FQ-X on the basis of perpetuating the service’s power structure could 
actually nullify the value that structure delivers.

Conclusions
The technological landscape is replete with advances heralding pro-

found change for the means of success in air combat. Nevertheless, 
certain long-standing discoveries about the nature of airpower itself 
endure—namely, Boyd’s OODA loop and the value of an aircraft’s au-
tonomy, whether or not a human is physically aboard. Hyperstealthy 
metamaterials, carbon nanotube composites, sophisticated computer 
vision, and advanced AI work in concert to open the door to a new 
generation of aircraft. These technologies can improve the survivabil-
ity of human-inhabited vehicles, but combined application in a tacti-
cally autonomous system is key to unlocking new levels of perfor-
mance and economy in air combat. Consideration of cyber and ethical 
dimensions remains a responsibility of exploring this new potential. 
Integration with other assets and primacy in the battlespace will prove 
contentious, particularly since today’s RPAs exhibit such constrained 
performance; however, the notion that all such aircraft will be mere 
force multipliers for manned fighters represents a potentially tragic 
underestimation of the capability, efficiency, and lethality of machine 
pilotage. Functional and subsequent political displacement of the 
fighter pilot may be an emotionally charged idea, but our developmen-
tal priorities must reflect the need to preserve our Airmen, fleet, and 
sovereignty. Being second to market with tactically autonomous UAVs 
adds risk. Whether the technology reaches viability next year or in 30 
years, its present-day versions prompt us to analyze the logic of their 
potential. If the machine pilot can usurp the organic one’s most prized 
art form, then that ability raises the question of why any nation would 
seek a human-inhabited sixth-generation fighter—even if both options 
were similarly priced.
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Aviators may dislike it, the public will question it, science fiction 
imagines harbingers of the Cylon apocalypse, and we are uncertain 
about how to best utilize it within the context of a larger Air Force.75 
Nevertheless, the FQ-X concept is too dangerous to our current think-
ing to ignore forever. The standard rules of the arms race apply: if a ri-
val succeeds first, then our failure would be judged by the words of our 
own airpower theorists. Just as air superiority is a prerequisite for 
combined-arms victory, so will tactically autonomous UCAVs (or a 
novel measure to counter them) become a prerequisite for the survival 
of fleets of human-inhabited air vehicles. In a technology-dependent 
service, the cycle of invention, skepticism, resistance, and adaptation 
continues—all of this has happened before, and all of it will happen 
again. This particular time, however, it may not matter how undesir-
able the Air Force culture finds it. Key enabling technologies are evolv-
ing outside the military’s control. Much of the maturation of un-
manned systems occurs with commercial capital to meet civilian 
business objectives across multiple industries.76 Creating legal controls 
is precarious for dual-use technologies that serve principally civil pur-
poses and simultaneously underpin devastating capabilities like FQ-X. 
Common technical standards obscure the line, and increased comput-
ing power raises the stakes for what these systems can accomplish. 
Ubiquitous dual-use, however, is an opportunity for cost reduction in 
the development of these aircraft.

Deliberately ignoring tactical machine autonomy may do little to 
slow its arrival, and for the Air Force, the most proximate threat to re-
sistance may not come from foreign entities but from within the joint 
team. The US Navy, whose institutional future is tied to its ships rather 
than what flies off their decks, has outshined its sister services in ad-
vancing UAV technology. Common GCS designs, X-47B, and recently 
opened competition for the unmanned carrier-launched air surveil-
lance and strike system (that awarded four $15 million contracts) show 
that the Navy is incrementally maturing the technology and con-
cepts.77 That service will soon have far more impressive UAVs than the 
Air Force. We might find ourselves right back in the days of acquiesc-
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ing to the purchase and rebranding of a Navy plane, as with the 
F-4.78 
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